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The fine structure resolved photofragment O-(2Pj) image from the O2 ion-pair production at 17.499 eV has
been recorded. The branching ratio for producing the low energy spin-orbit O-(2P3/2) component to the high
energy spin-orbit O-(2P1/2) component is 1:0.78 and the optical transitions for them correspond to perpendicular
and parallel transitions, respectively. The anisotropy parameters, 1.64 for channel producing O-(2P1/2) and
-0.35 for O-(2P3/2), suggest that the dissociation proceeds via the states with symmetry3Σu

- and 3Πu,
respectively. Although the main mechanisms for the O2 ion-pair production are the predissociation via the
intermediate Rydberg states, the direct dissociation mechanism for the channel producing O-(2P1/2) may also
be involved.

Introduction

Photoexciation of molecules above the ionization potential
will not only lead to the direct ionization of molecules but also
to other phenomena via the decay of the so-called molecular
superexcited states, such as autoionization, dissociative ioniza-
tion, neutral dissociation, and ion-pair production.1 The ion-
pair production which occupies only a small proportion in the
overall decay process cross-sections has been given much
attention.1 Because the minimum energy position in the potential
curve for ion-pair is usually far away from the equilibrium
structure of the neutral molecular state, the cross sections for
direct excitation from the neutral molecular states to the ion-
pair states are small due to the poor Franck-Condon factors.
Therefore, the production of ion-pair states is often explained
as the predissociation of the molecular Rydberg states. Among
a few ion-pair productions studied, the ion-pair production of
O2 has attracted more attention.2-5 The high-resolution photo-
fragment yield spectra for O- from the O2 ion-pair production
showed some sharp resonances, and this was in terms of the
predissociation of molecular Rydberg states.2,3 As it is well-
known in the molecular photodissociation of neutral fragments,6-7

the angular distribution of fragments can provide direct evidence
about the dissociation dynamics and it is specially true for the
photodissociation of diatomic molecules. The predissociation
mechanism of O2 ion-pair production and the resonance peaks
observed in the photofragment yield spectra would result in a
lower anisotropic angular distribution of the O- fragments than
that from the direct dissociation. For a nonzero anisotropy
parameterâ, it will also suggest the optical transition properties.

In another respect, the ion-pair production of O2 may produce
the fine structure components of O- atoms, i.e., O- (2P3/2) and
O- (2P1/2). The branching ratio for the two components and
the fine structure resolved photofragment angular distributions
would provide insights about the ion-pair production dynamics.
Recently, the velocity map imaging method8 has been applied
to study the ion-pair production of CH3Cl, CH3F, and F2.9-11

In this work, we report such a study on the O2 ion-pair
production at 141 139.3 cm-1 (17.499 eV) by recording the O-

velocity map image

Experimental Section

The experimental machine used in this study has been
described in detail previously.11,12 Briefly, the coherent XUV
radiation (3ω1) was generated by using the resonance enhanced
frequency tripling of a focused laser beam in a pulsed Kr jet.
The fundamental laser beam (ω1) was prepared by tripling of a
dye laser which was pumped by a Nd:YAG (20 Hz) laser. The
2ω1 (94 092.9 cm-1) was fixed at the Kr transition of
4p5(2P3/2)5p[1/2]0 r (4p6)1S0. The apparatus consists of four
vacuum chambers, namely, (a) the frequency mixing chamber,
which houses the pulse Kr jet (ø1 mm); (b) the monochromona-
tor chamber, which is equipped a gold coated toroidal grating;
(c) the beam source chamber, which houses a pulse valve (ø0.7
mm) to produce a pulse molecular beam; the beam enters into
the ionization chamber through a skimmer (ø1 mm); (d) the
ionization chamber, which houses an electrostatic lens system
for velocity map imaging8 and a time-of-flight tube equipped
with imaging quality dual MCP (ø50 mm and a channel pitch
of 12 µm, North Night Vision, Nanjing Branch). The imaging
plane is perpendicular to the molecular beam, and the distance
from it to the XUV laser beam and molecular beam interaction
point is 94 cm. The mass gate to select the O- ion was a positive
voltage pulse of 100 ns width and 1800 V high provided by a
high voltage pulse generator (PVM-4140, DEI). The ion images
were captured by a deep cooled CCD camera with a resolution
of 1024× 1024 pixel2 (Andor DU-434). The pure oxygen gas
(99.99%) was used in the experiments. The stagnation pressure
of the sample was about 1000 Torr.
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O2(X
3Σg

-) + 141 139.3 cm-1

f O- (2P3/2) + O+ (4S3/2) + 1818.1 cm-1 (1a)

f O- (2P1/2) + O+ (4S3/2) + 1641.0 cm-1 (1b)
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Results and Discussion

Figure 1a shows the experimental raw image of O- from the
O2 ion-pair production at 141 139.3 cm-1 (17.4990 eV or
70.8520 nm) in the electric field of 300 V/cm. The polarization
of the XUV radiation is parallel to the image plane and along
the up and down direction. The Abel-Hankel transform13 of
Figure 1a showed clearly that two partially overlapped com-
ponents exist. Many instrumental factors have decreased the
resolution of the image, such as the space resolution of the dual
MCP plates. To deconvolute part of the instrumental factors,
we have applied the least-squares (Wiener) filter14 to Figure 1a
before the Abel-Hankel transform. To eliminate the so-called
salt noises in the image, we also used the harmonic mean filter
in the imaging processing.14 Figure 1b shows the 2-D slice
through the reconstructed 3-D sphere. Two circles are com-
pletely separated in Figure 1b. The outer circle corresponds to
the formation of ground O-(2P3/2), and the inner one corresponds
to the excited O-(2P1/2). Based on Figure 1b, the center of mass
(CM) translational energy distribution for the O2 ion-pair
production can be obtained and is shown in Figure 2. The energy
spacing between O-(2P3/2) and O-(2P3/2) is known accurately15

and is used to calibrate the CM translational energy distribution.
The fine structure branching ratio can be obtained by integrating
the peak areas in Figure 2 and is listed in Table 1.

The angular distributions for O-(2P3/2) and O-(2P1/2) can be
extracted from Figure 1b and they are shown in Figure 3, panels
a and b, respectively. The anisotropy parametersâ for the two
spin-orbit components are listed in Table 1. They are obtained
by using the following equation to fit the curves in panels a
and b in Figure 3, respectively

where θ is the angle between the recoil velocity and the
polarization direction of the XUV laser, andP2(x) is the second-
order Legendre polynomial. In the limiting case of parallel or
perpendicular transitions,â equals 2 or-1.

The threshold energy for ion-pair production (Etipp) of O2 at
zero electric field has been determined accurately.16 The Etipp

depends on the applied electric field.11,16,17 However, for the
electric field strengths of 300 and 500 V/cm which we have
used, we found that the fine structure branching ratios are the
same within our experimental uncertainties and also there are
no appreciable differences in the anisotropy parametersâ.

The ion-pair production of O2 in the energy range 17.22-
18.23 eV (or in the wavelength range 72-68 nm) has been
assigned predominantly from the predissociation of two Rydberg
series (strong and weak) which are converged to O2

+ (b4Σg
-).2-5

The two Rydberg series which arise from the one photon
absorption are

Figure 1. (a) Experimental raw image of O- photofragment from the O2 ion-pair production at 17.499 eV in the electric field of 300 V/cm. The
polarization of the XUV laser is parallel to the image plane and is shown in the figure. (b) 2-D slice of the reconstructed 3-D sphere. The Wiener
filter was used to deconvolute partially the instrumental factors. The outer ring corresponds to O-(2P3/2) and the inner ring corresponds to O-(2P1/2).

Figure 2. Center of mass translational energy distribution of photo-
fragments for the O2 ion-pair production at 17.499 eV in the electric
field of 300 V/cm. The two peaks correspond to O-(2P3/2) and O-(2P1/2),
respectively.

TABLE 1: Fine Structure Resolved Anisotropy Parameters
and the Branching Ratio for the O2 Ion Pair Production,a

O2(X
3Σg

-)98
17.499 eV

O-(2P1/2,3/2) + O+(4S3/2)

channel anisotropy parameterâ branching ratio

O-(2P3/2) + O+(4S3/2) -0.35(10) 1.0
O-(2P1/2) + O+(4S3/2) 1.64 (10) 0.78(5)

a The numbers in parentheses are uncertainties in the last two or
one digits of the data, which are estimated by data fitting and the
imaging processing.

f(θ) ∝ 1 + âP2(cosθ) (2)

X3Σg
- f

KK(σg2s)2(σu2s)2(σg2p)1(πu2p)4(πg2p)2npσu, R3Σu
- (3a)

X3Σg
- f

KK(σg2s)2(σu2s)2(σg2p)1(πu2p)4(πg2p)2npπu, R3Πu (3b)
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whereR represents the Rydberg state. If we use the united atom
model instead of the above separated atom model for molecular
orbitals, the above transitions correspond to excitations from
3sσg to Rydberg orbitalsnpσu and npπu. The first transitions
(eq 3a) form the strong series, whereas the second (eq 3b) ones
form the weak series. We note that eq 3a corresponds to a
parallel transition and eq 3b corresponds to a perpendicular
transition.

For the transition at 17.499 eV of O2, the PFI-ZEKE (pulsed
field ionization and zero electronic kinetic energy) signals have
not been observed.18 This means that long-lived high Rydberg
states cannot be excited for this excitation energy. An examina-
tion of the previously measured two Rydberg series19 converging
to O2

+ (b4Σg
-) show also that its two nearest bands are

associated with low Rydberg states only and they are (a) strong
series at position 141 039 cm-1 with assignment (4,0) band,
n ) 5, and (b) weak series at position 141 147 cm-1 with
assignment (0,0) band,n ) 6. Considering the rotational
excitation and the rotational constants of O2

+ (∼1 cm-1), the
XUV photon may excite the weak series resonantly; however,
it is too far away from the band origin of the strong series and
hence the resonant excitation could not occur for the strong
series. Based on the above reason, we would expect that the
O- fragment from the O2 ion-pair production at 17.499 eV has
negative anisotropy parameterâ, however, with absolute value
much less than 1 due to the perpendicular transition and the
predissociation mechanism. Surprisingly, the observed results
as listed in Table 1 show that both parallel and perpendicular
transitions appear, and furthermore, the parallel one correlates
with the high energy spin-orbit component O-(2P1/2), and the
perpendicular one correlates the low energy spin-orbit com-
ponent O-(2P3/2), i.e.

The relative small negative value ofâ (-0.35) shows that the
perpendicular transition is indeed near the resonance peak and
the predissociation mechanism (eq 4a) of ion-pair by Rydberg
states is able to explain this. In contrast with it, the large positive
â (1.64) suggests that, except for the predissociation mechanism
(eq 4b), which should have a positiveâ much smaller than the
limiting value 2, a direct dissociation mechanism may be also
involved. In fact, in the previously observed O- photofragment
yield spectra, a very weak continuum background exist and they
are superimposed on the sharp resonance structure. The
continuum background which arises from the direct dissociation
will result in a limiting value of â ) 2 for the ion-pair
production. Therefore, except the channel of predissociation (eq
4b), the parallel transition may also have the intensities from
the continuum absorption. The correlations eqs 4a and 4b should
remain the same in this case, however, the Rydberg states are
now replaced by the repulsive states with the same symmetry
properties. The relative ratios among the predissociation and
direct dissociation channels determine the totalâ we measured.
However, a quantitative discussion aboutâ is impossible without
detailed theoretical calculations.

It is seen from Table 1 that the branching ratio for producing
the low energy component O-(2P3/2) to the high energy
component O-(2P1/2) is 1:0.78. It is also noted that the energy
spacing for the fine structure components15 is around 177 cm-1,
and the available energy for the dissociation is about 10 times
larger than this splitting. These facts may illustrate that the
dissociation may occur mainly through the adiabatic mechanism.
The underlying physics for the mechanism call for detailed
calculations on the potential curves of O2 Rydberg states, ion-
pair states and also the fine structure resolved dynamical
calculations.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the fine structure resolved photofragment
O-(2Pj) image from the O2 ion-pair production at 17.499 eV
has been obtained. The experimental results show that the
channels for producing the low energy spin-orbit O-(2P3/2)
component and the high energy spin-orbit O-(2P1/2) component
proceed mainly via the intermediate states O2(R3Πu) and
O2(R3Σu

-), respectively, and the branching ratio for them is
1:0.78. The channel for producing the high energy spin-orbit
O-(2P1/2) component may involve a direct dissociation mech-
anism.
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